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“What’s wrong?”

“I…”

Aracely wanted to say something but stopped.

She finally understood Krista’s dilemma. She was indeed embarrassed to say it.
Krista clearly knew the man’s feelings for her and deliberately used them…What
was the difference between this and committing murder?

Even an outsider like her found it difficult to speak.

“What’s wrong? Why are you stammering?”

Lance was more curious.

Aracely was helpless, so she had to tell the whole story.

“Cohabitation?”

“It’s just a simple co-renting relationship…” She stammered.

“I know. What is Krista thinking?”

“She doesn’t want to use Mr. Hamm’s feelings, but Luck is still in someone else’s
hands. We have no choice.”

“How many difficulties does she have that I do not know?” He frowned tightly.
Her brother was abducted by Vivian, but she did not mention anything.

Was it because he was an outsider?

What did she think she was? A superwoman?

She was just a little girl, and at her age, one would act like a spoiled child,
wanting everything.

However, she had shouldered the burden and continued forward.
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“This is who Krista is. She doesn’t report good news but bad ones. She likes to
endure everything silently. She doesn’t want to tell anyone even if she has to put
up with it to the extreme.”

“Tell her that I am willing. If we live together, I will take good care of her and
won’t act recklessly. Just treat it as a deal. I will help her complete the task and
she will give me a chance. I want to pursue her.”

“Are you serious?”

Aracely was so happy. She thought Lance would hesitate, but she didn’t expect
him to agree so straightforwardly.

“My agreement won’t work. The most important thing is that she will accept
you.”

“I’ll go and talk to her.”

Aracely went upstairs. Krista shut herself in the room.

“Krista?”

She pushed the door open and saw her curled up in a corner.

Every time she encountered something she couldn’t solve, she would shrink like
an ostrich and find a small corner,

where she could have a moment of security.

Aracely looked at her with a pained expression and stepped forward. “Mr. Hamm
has agreed. It is up to you now.”

“I… I can’t get involved with him anymore. It will affect his feelings…”

“Moreover, Kingston threatened me. If I get close to Lance, he will ruin him!”

One told her not to get close to Lance.

And one hoped she to stay with Lance.

She was on the verge of collapsing.

“I can understand what Vivian is doing. You are pregnant with Kingston’s baby.
She is afraid that you will be entangled with Kingston because of the child, so she
hopes that you will get close to other men. This is just acting, and it was made for
Kingston.”

“Is she afraid that Kingston likes you?”



“How is this possible!”

Krista denied.

“That’s right, how is that possible? Otherwise, there wouldn’t be Sandra!”

“And Kingston asked you to stay away from Lance. Did he only suspect that Lance
has ulterior motives? Isn’t he being a little too narrow-minded? He has made
Sandra pregnant! Sandra is the same age as you, so can he be considered a bad
guy?”

“Why did Kingston do it?”

“I don’t know. I can’t afford to offend any side.”

“Let’s save Luck first. If Lance is exposed, it will implicate you. Now that you are
related to the Irwin family’s reputation, Kingston should reconsider.”

“But Mr. Hamm is innocent and a victim. I have always implicated him.”

“He said that this is a deal, not a one-sided manipulation. He wants to take this
opportunity to prove himself and make you fall in love with him.”

“Aracely, you know who I am… I won’t…”

“In this world, nothing is impossible!”

Aracely said word by word.

These words were like a clap of thunder that struck her heart.

Would her love for Kingston wear away?

Would she fall in love with someone else? To start over again?

Actually, she understood that it would be better to give up.

However, it was difficult for her to control his feelings.

It was said that time was the best healer. Could she start over again?
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“Krista, have you decided? Mr. Hamm is still waiting downstairs.”

Aracely asked in a gentle voice.

“… I don’t want to make a decision now.”

“Krista, just treat it as giving yourself a chance. Mr. Hamm is Outstanding. You
two study the same profession, and he is your senior and idol. Don’t lock yourself
up, and try to move forward, okay?”

“But I’m pregnant, so I don’t deserve him. If I divorce Kingston and leave
peacefully, I might have a chance. But now, it’s impossible. I can’t waste Mr.
Hamm’s time!”

“How can you be so stubborn? What about Luck?”

“Luck … I want to drop out of school. I won’t stay in City D anymore. I’ll go abroad.
Everything will be fine once disappear from Kingston.”

She finally thought of a perfect method.

“What nonsense are you talking about? You haven’t given up on your studies
even though you are pregnant. Why now? Moreover, being a fashion designer has
always been something you have dreamed of since you were young!”.

“Yes. I give up.”

“You…”

Aracely was so angry that she trembled.

“I have nothing to say to you. If you want to refuse him, go downstairs and do the
talking yourself.”

“Alright, I’ll talk to him.”

Krista clenched her fists and gathered her courage to go downstairs.

“Krista.”

Lance saw her and immediately got off the car to greet her.

She stopped and bowed deeply at Lance.

Lance looked at her bent back and his heart ached.

He pursed his dry lips, and his throat seemed to be stuffed with a lot of words in
an instant, but he could not say any of them out.



At this moment, it was as if time was frozen.

She maintained her position for half a minute before slowly returning to normal.

In the cold wind, her nose was red from the chill.

She stared straight at him, and there was a stubbornness in her eyes.

“Mr. Hamm, I’m sorry.”.

In just a few words, Lance already knew her choice.

She refused…

Even if her relatives were in danger, she was unwilling to compromise.

It seemed that she didn’t love him, even unwilling to do so.

“Dol… have no chance at all?”

His voice was hoarse and his speech was a little unclear.

“You are a good man. I can imagine what kind of girl will be your wife. She should
be a quiet and gentle girl. When she smiles, she must be lovely. You may not have
a common topic, but there must be something you are interested in each other.”

“I… I am a divorced woman. I am pregnant now, and I will be a single mother. I
don’t mean to be with you and you are worthy of a better one.”

“I didn’t know that you were behind the bamboo forest. If I did, I would definitely
not have said those words. My casual words brought you a lot of trouble and it
was my fault.”

She bowed deeply again and apologized.

After a long time, she straightened up. “I won’t ask for your forgiveness. In the
future, if you need me, I will definitely do my best to help. I will remember
everything I owe you and never forget it in my life.”

“Previously, because of me, you were influenced by public opinion. You gave up
your job and I am very guilty.”

“I decided to drop out of school so that you can return to campus. I think
everyone misses you very much. They will definitely be very happy if you go
back.”

“What did you say? You want to drop out of school?”



“Well, I will go abroad before the end of the semester. I will go now, the farther
the better.”

“Isn’t this your favorite profession and the future that you want to pursue?”
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“Yes, but it’s nothing compared to my brother and baby. I can deal with nejther
Kingston nor Vivian. I can only run. I brought so much trouble to you and I’m
sorry.”

She wanted to bow again, but this time, she was stopped by Lance.

His hand tightly clasped her sleeve.

Unable to control himself, he pulled her into his arms and carefully hugged her.

“Mr. Hamm…”

She panicked and kept struggling.

“Let me hug you, okay?”

This thought had been lingering in his mind.

She was thin and dressed loosely, just like a child in an adult’s clothes.

She had always been enduring and stubborn. She had shouldered all the things on
her own. She did not want to implicate anyone, even if she was covered in
wounds and suffering.

He had always wanted to hug her, touch her head, and say softly in her ear, “In
the future, you don’t have to push yourself hard.”

But from beginning to end, he did not have a chance.

Now, hugging her and warming her cold body was the most beautiful and sacred
thing. He did not dare to have any other filthy thoughts to stain the beauty at
this moment.

When Krista heard this, she hesitated for a moment and finally gave up resisting.
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But even so, she was still nervous and short of breath, her little hands clenched
tightly.

She was a little unaccustomed to the embrace of strangers and felt awkward.

After a long time, Lance gently released her and said, “You don’t have to thank
me. Your words are not enough to make me fall in love with you. Falling in love
with you has nothing to do with you.”

“You are not that powerful. You can’t control my thoughts and emotions, so don’t
blame yourself.”

He lifted her bangs, revealing a clean and delicate face.

He did not make any more excessive movements. He just clenched his hands
tightly, afraid that he would not be able to control himself.

“Have you decided? I am willing to help you…” “I have.”

Before he could finish his words, Krista said resolutely.

His heart lurched, and he tried his best to suppress the sadness. He pretended
that nothing had happened.

“Well, I respect your choice.”

“Thank you, Mr. Hamm. It’s cold now. You should go back.”

“Okay, I will go to the airport to see you off. I hope everything will be fine
abroad.”

“Okay. Goodbye, Mr. Hamm. Take care.” She waved goodbye and watched the car
going away. She finally relaxed as she took deep breaths.:

What she didn’t know was that all of this was being watched. On the opposite
side of the neighborhood was a black Maybach. The man in the car had a gloomy
expression and deep eyes. He didn’t let themmeet each other, but they still
managed to do it.

That man even hugged her!

He touched her forehead.

He wanted to chop off Lance’s fingers one by one.

“Sir…” Quincy felt a little uncomfortable from the pressure in the car.



They would have gone to the group, but Kingston was worried about Krista,
afraid that she had not recovered from yesterday’s events, so he changed his
mind.

In the end, he saw this scene.

“To the group.” He spat out these three words gloomily. Quincy quickly started
the car.

Krista contacted Vivian.

Vivian and Sandra discussed for a while, and Sandra nodded her head vigorously.

“Tell her to get lost. The farther she gets, the better! Don’t let me see her again!”

“Calm down, she won’t be an obstacle to you.”

“Hasn’t she been one? Tell her to leave and never show up in front of Kingston!” –
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Right now, she was suffering from insomnia every night. It was rare for her to fall
asleep, and she would have nightmares again and again. She dreamed that
Kingston and Krista would reunite, and she was chased out.

Krista’s existence was a time bomb. Nobody knew when it would explode.

“Fine. Just let her leave. It’s just that no matter where she goes, you have to keep
track of her whereabouts. You and Krista have to give birth at the same time.
After giving birth, she will be insignificant.”

“Yes, she is insignificant. Let her die, do you hear me?”

“I heard you. With this weak state of mind of yours, what can you accomplish?”

“You have no idea!”

“Fine, fine. Have a good rest. You must not miscarry.”

Vivian promised Krista that she could leave, but she would not give her Luck in
the country.

When Krista arrived at the Phelan City, Vivian would take Luck there.
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The reason why Krista chose this place was that Aracely was very familiar with
this city. The Phelan City was called the capital of romance, the palace of art.

Even if she dropped out of school, she had to continue her designer career in her
way. She would not give up.

No one could defeat her!

She mentioned her plan, and the mentor was very surprised and constantly
dissuaded her.

“Krista, you are good at studying. You have always been outstanding. Previously,
Professor Hamm applied for an exchange program on your behalf. As long as the
term ends, you can go abroad to exchange with a scholarship. If you want to drop
out now, you will lose a lot.”

“I’ll pretend that I didn’t hear this today. You can go back and think about it. I can
give you a few days off.”

“Sir, I’ve thought it through…”

“Nonsense, young people nowadays are too impulsive. Think about it again.”

The mentor was unwilling to continue this topic.

Krista was a little helpless. She had decided on this matter, and no one could stop
her.

When she left school, she happened to meet a senior, who happened to work in
the studio.

The two were close and they often helped each other.

“Hey, why are you so worried?”

“Krista? I’m worried about Professor Hamm.”

“What happened to him?”

“Kingston’s order has been returned. He said that the clothes were not
satisfactory and asked Professor Hamm to do it again. The delivery time is
imminent. If it is delayed, we will have to pay for the breach of contract.”

The last time, because of a special reason, the delivery time was changed.

Lance did not want the previous design, so he changed it.

But he did not expect such a thing to happen.



“Why is he not satisfied?”

“I don’t know. It seems to be a personal preference. But we had a pleasant
conversation before. Moreover, it is said that Mr. Hamm is corrupted, and his
private life is in chaos.”

“What?”

Krista tightly frowned.

“I heard that he even flirted with female students. I wonder if it’s true.”

“Nonsense, where did you hear that from?”

“I don’t know. It seems that everyone is talking about it. I don’t know where the
rumors came from.”

“I have things to do and I have to go. Let’s talk next time.”

She suddenly thought of something and knew who did it.

She turned on her phone and searched online, but fortunately, there was no
negative post on the Internet.

She rushed directly to the Irwin Group. Now that everyone in the company knew
her identity, they did not dare to stop her. She arrived at the president’s office
unimpeded.
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“Ms. Compton, why are you here?” Quincy was a little surprised.

“Where is Kingston?”

She said angrily.

“He is in there…”

Quincy hadn’t even said that she couldn’t go in when Krista pushed the door open
and entered.

Kingston was in the middle of a video conference. He sat on the sofa with his legs
folded and documents on his knees.
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He buried himself in the documents and when he heard the door open, he looked
up.

Their eyes met, and Krista frantically swallowed.

When she came, she was aggressive.

Now, she was terrified.

She knew who Kingston was. No one was allowed to disturb him when he was
working. Even Quincy, who was beside him, had never broken this rule.

And she did it.

She was toast!

“Well … just pretend that I never came. We’ll talk about it when you’re done.”

She said weakly and was about to leave, but he stopped her.

“Sit there and wait. I’m almost done.”

“What?”

Krista let out a confused voice, and the people in the video felt even more so.

Kingston was distracted?

Not only was he not angry, but he was also kind to her.

“You don’t understand me?”

“!, I do.”

Krista obediently sat on the sofa opposite him.

“There are snacks on the table. Help yourself.” “Alright…”

She stuttered and began to eat. She was not so flustered when she was eating.

“Go ahead.”

He said to the laptop.

“The focus of the next quarter is…”



The man wanted to say something but hesitated. After all, this was a business
secret. It was not good to have outsiders here.

Krista realized something.

“I’d better leave.”

“Why are you going? You are now the Young Miss of the Irwins and my younger
sister. You have a share of this company. Sit there and wait.”

“Go ahead. She is not an outsider.”

The last five words seemed to have an unfathomable meaning.

The meeting soon ended, and his slender and good-looking hand gently closed
the laptop.

“Why are you looking for me?”

When he mentioned this, Krista was a little furious in her heart and said, “I heard
some rumors about Mr. Hamm. Did you spread it out?”

“Right now, there are just rumors. Then, there will be news, followed by the
media’s continuous reports. If he escapes, I will contact the foreign media.”

“What are you trying to do!”

Krista stood up in anger.

“I told you that he is weak.”

“What do you mean?”

“I asked you to keep a distance from him, but you secretly met him behind my
back. You ignored my words, so I won’t be easy on him.”

“Kingston, why are you so unreasonable?”

“It’s you who betrayed me.”

“Is this called betrayal? He is the father of my baby so why can’t I see him? How
can you stick your nose into my privacy? How can you be sure that he is bad?
Sandra is 19 years old and you are older than Mr. Hamm. Why don’t you reflect on
how you rob the cradle?”

“What did you say?”

Kingston’s expression instantly became extremely gloomy.



“1 ……”

She mumbled, flustered.

What was she talking about?

How could she say that Kingston robbed the cradle?

“… I’m just making a comparison…”

“Krista, did you learn literature just to say that I’m robbing the cradle?”
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“No, I don’t mean that. I just feel that you should not interfere. I am a member of
the Irwin family, but we are not related. It should be Nataly or Brittany who
interfere!”

“You can be in relationship with Sandra. So can I be with other boys. You can’t
find fault with Lance for no reason, make things difficult for him or even spread
rumors. Do you know how this affects him?”

“Please make it clear and don’t make things difficult for him, Kingston.”

Krista kept talking

Kingston couldn’t resist. He grabbed Krista’s chin with one hand and wrapped
around her waist tightly with the other.

He kissed Krista passionately.

Krista was stunned,

How did this happen?

She quickly recovered from shock and pushed Kingston away.

Krista staggered a few steps back, but Kingston didn’t move at all.

“You!”
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Krista couldn’t say anything. She covered her mouth tightly and looked at him
angrily.

What the hell was he doing?

Kingston clenched his fists. The blue veins on the back of his hands popped out
and his knuckles became white.

Kingston looked angry and his heart was beating fast.

He kept reminding himself to suppress his anger. After all, he tolerated Krista for
many years.

So he could bear her this time, too.

But just now, Kingston completely lost his mind.

He couldn’t let Sandra and Lance just disappear.

Since he was wrong, he could only blunder on.

Kingston just wanted to protect Krista as an elder brother and watch her.

But now he did something further.

“Doesn’t Lance mind you being so noisy?” Kingston avoided the key point. He sat
down and poured himself a cup of tea. He was so calm that Krista thought that it
was an illusion.

“Was it an illusion? Nothing just happened?’

‘Otherwise, how could he be so calm? He just kissed me without permission. Why
doesn’t he feel guilty for Sandra?”

“I don’t think Lance can stand you and will leave you in the future. It’s better
sooner than later. I’m helping you.”

“Do you think everyone is like you? You used to behave well, but now you are just
like a hooligan! Who did you learn from?”

“It was Quincy. He said that I could stopped a girl from talking by kissing her.”

Quincy was outside the door. He was innocent.

“In this way, you can only stop Sandra from talking. You can’t kiss other ladies,
because they are not yours.”

“Oh? Is that so?



How he wished that Krista was his.

Always. “And we are brother and sister now. Be serious.” “I’m serious. Don’t you
forget the purpose you come here?” Kingston changed the topic. He did not want
to talk about the kiss any more. He was afraid that he couldn’t control his
emotions. “What do I need to do so that you can let Lance go?” “Don’t contact
with him any more and I will find a gentleman much better than Lance for you.” “I
will break up with him, but not because of you! If I hear such rumors again, I will
tell everyone that Lance tricked me and got me pregnant. Either Launce and I
both got exposed, or we both live in peace.” “I became a member of the Irwin
family not long ago. It’s not good if Jhurt the Irwins’ reputation. I don’t think you
are happy to see

this.”

4.

“Do you know what you are talking about, Krista? You don’t even care about your
own reputation and future!”
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Kingston clenched his fists, his nails digging into flesh.

He stared at her with his dark eyes.

Krista met his gaze, her heart trembling slightly.

“I… I have no choice …”

She stammered.

“No choice? The only choice is to stay away from him.”

“…I am. But I don’t want to bring trouble to Mr. Hamm…”

Kingston approached her step by step. Krista was so scared that she could not
help but retreat. Krista hadn’t noticed what was behind her so that she bumped
into the table. She swayed and was about to fall.

Fortunately, Kingston quickly grabbed her waist and hugged her into his arms.
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Krista was so startled that she kept patting her chest with her hand without
realizing that she was very close to Kingston.

Kingston’s heart… was beating hard.

She smelled good. It was like the fragrance of Gardenia.

He still put his hands around her waist.

His heart was throbbing. He seemed to be out of control, with his body frozen.

Then Krista quickly took a step back to keep the distance.

The moment Krista left his arms, he felt … somewhat disappointed.

He looked at Krista with a mixed expression on his face.

“Don’t … Don’t look at me like that. I’m quite scared. I’m not here to quarrel with
you today. I just hope that innocent people wouldn’t be involved. I will end the
relation …with Mr. Hamm. Don’t worry.”

“Alright, I’ll give you another chance.”

“The rumors outside…”

She asked cautiously.

“I will deal with them.”

He turned around and stopped looking at her. Otherwise, he would be more
disturbed.

Hearing his words, Krista breathed a sigh of relief.

It was time to leave when things were done.

She turned around and left.

Then silence reigned the office.

It was the first time that he felt lonely

He was the only person in this large office.

Krista didn’t like him at all. Since they had married a year ago, she did not
demand anything, nor did she often text or call him.



She seldom mentioned Kingston to Nataly. It seemed that she was pretty happy
to be alone,

Krista had a crush on the other man, so she showed no interest in Kingston.

The divorce was what she wanted.

Two divorced couples would not have any relations, but Kingston took the wrong
way.

Krista packed up her luggage, got her visa, with everything ready.

Aracely even got her a fake enrollment notice for the exchange student to
ensure that everything went right,

With the notice, Krista probably could persuade Brittany.

She stood at the door of the old mansion, hesitating for a long time.

If she left this time, it would be long after when she returned.

Wyatt came out from the mansion.

“Miss Compton, why are you here? It’s freezing outside. Come in.”

Wyatt said with concern. Krista’s nose was already red with cold, looking very
pitiful.

“Did Brittany fell asleep?”

“No, she didn’t. She has a headache and can’t fall asleep. She will be very happy
to have you here.”

Hearing Wyatt’s words, her heart tightened.

Brittany was overjoyed to see her and immediately took out many snacks from
the drawer.

“I don’t know what you like. Someone recommended that her granddaughter
likes these imported snacks. I thought you would like them too, so I asked
someone to buy some. I intended to get someone to bring them to you tomorrow,
no wonder you’re here tonight.”

“Did you little greedy cat smell them? Take them all.”
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Krista hugged the bag of snacks tightly. When she was young, she was not
allowed to eat snacks. She could only watch Siobhan eat one by one.

Now she was no longer a child, and she didn’t like snacks anymore.

But at Brittany’s, she was always a child.

And now, she had to leave. She couldn’t take care of Brittany anymore.

Krista was afraid that she would not be able to see Brittany when she returned.

Thinking of this, the girl wanted to cry.

Tears ran down her eyes.

Brittany was so distressed that she reached out her wrinkled hands to wipe off
the tears for Krista.

“Why are you crying? This is what I should do. You are my dearest granddaughter!
Do you want to have a taste?”

“Brittany … I’m leaving.”

“Where are you going?”

“I’m going abroad. I’ve got the admission letter from the school. I may be leaving
in less than a week.”

“Why are you leaving so early? It begins next year, isn’t it? You can stay for the
New Year.”

“I can’t … The school is urging me.”

Brittany’s eyes were filled with tears when she heard this.

“Then just go. Learning is important. Remember to call me.”

“Brittany, I will.”

“Stay here tonight for me.”
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“OK.”

Krista nodded vigorously.

In the evening, Brittany had talked with Krista for a long time. In the end, the old
lady was too tired and fell asleep.

On the way back to her room, Krista met Wyatt, the man who heaved a deep sigh.

“She can’t bear to part with you.”

“I know. Please take good care of her, Wyatt. I will come back immediately after I
finish my studies.”

“I will.”

“By the way, Brittany had promised to accept Sandra. Why is there no follow-up?”

“Brittany does not agree.”

“But she said yes.”

“She is very willful in doing things. The more she lives, the more like a child. She
just doesn’t like Sandra and refused to let her in. Nataly has begged for many
times and even brought Brent, but Brittany just turned a deaf ear.”

“I’ll talk to her…”

“Forget it. You two are very similar. She failed to persuade you, and she wouldn’t
listen to you either. She has been unhappy for her entire life. It’s fine to be willful
now.”

Brittany had lost her husband at her middle age and broken off with her best
friend, leaving herself lonely every day from then on.

She kept herself locked in the old mansion. Time was still going, but she was
living in the past.

Because of the appearance of Nataly, Brittany’s life had undergone earth-shaking
changes.

All these years, she hadn’t treated Nataly well. That was because she couldn’t
forget the pain that she used to have.

Now that Nataly was forgiven, nevertheless, she could not tolerate Sandra.

“It’s just a matter of the title. What she has now is no different from that of the
Young Mistress of the Irwins. If Sandra really cares about that, she would have



left long ago. She knows clearly that as long as she firmly held onto Kingston, she
will get everything.”

“OK, I got it.” Krista nodded as she had made up her mind not to interfere in this
matter anymore.

The next few days, Krista had lived in the old mansion to accompany Brittany in
all kinds of leisure activities.

However, joyful time was always short.

The date for Krista to go abroad came.

She was hesitating if she should bid Kingston farewell.

After much hesitation, she said nothing.

Getting off the plane in Phelan City, she finally saw Luck.

“Krista.”

Luck kept shouting with excitement when he saw his sister.

“What about me? Who am I to you?”

Luck looked at Aracely with his lips pursed, as if it was a very difficult question.

“She is the one and only sister.”
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“Luck can talk much!” Krista was overjoyed.

“Alright, you two are finally reunited. Our deal is done. In the future, you should
stay away from Kingston when you return to City D.”

“I promise!”

“I hope so. If not, you will be in trouble!”

Vivian also followed them to Phelan City. She would send someone to follow
Krista and intended to act at any time.
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At this moment, she had better not bother Krista. If Krista distrusted her, it
would be hard for Vivian to act.

Aracely rented an apartment just next to the university, with an open library in it.

It was a surprise to Krista.

She looked at the majesty and grand teaching building in front of her.

She swore that she would be enrolled as a student.

It was not until Krista had left for two days did Kingston realize that.

“Mr. Irwin, Miss Compton has been studying abroad for two days.”

!

“Did she go abroad?” He frowned and asked.

“Yes. She had lived in the old mansion for a while before she left. In addition,
Lance didn’t go with Miss Compton. She left with Miss Ortiz.”

Quincy had specially checked Aracely’s sexual orientation. Fortunately, she had
dated someone before. Otherwise, Kingston wouldn’t allow Krista to make
friends with her.

“So, she only said goodbye to Brittany?”

“Probably.”

Kingston’s jaw tightened, his eyes were dark.

He clenched his big hand into a fist.

“Mr. Irwin, are you going abroad? I can book a plane ticket now.”

Quincy asked cautiously.

“There is no need. We both will have our own lives. We will be in relations in the
future. I will not stop her from pursuing her study.”

He tried to convince himself that Krista was going abroad for the sake of her
benefit.

He couldn’t be a stumbling block on her way. It was all up to her.

“And … there is one more thing that requires your attention.”



“What is it?”

“Miss Hardin couldn’t get in touch with you on the phone, so she called me.
Brittany refused to let her in. She is very pregnant. What should we do?”

“Keep her waiting. We can do nothing without Brittany’s permission.”

Back then, his father had knelt in front of the room door of Brittany for several
days and threatened her with his own life. It was in that way could he get married
to Nataly.

Even so, they did not hold a wedding ceremony until recently.

And it was not worth his begging to Brittany for Sandra’s sake. Even he did,
Brittany would not agree as she still grudged against Sandra.

“Tell her to keep the baby safe and be patient.”

“Okay.”

Quincy immediately responded.

When Sandra heard this, she was infuriated.

Only when they got marriage certificates did Kingston and Sandra be husband
and wife.

Without the certificates, Sandra was no more than nobody.

Although everyone knew that she was the woman of Kingston, she wasn’t his
wife. It would embarrass Sandra.

She wept out her grief to Nataly.

Kingston seldom came back to stay for the night. He always said that he had
much work to do and would stay in the company. It was not easy to meet him
once.

So she came to Nataly. Nataly could not visit her, so Sandra visited her.

However, Nataly didn’t have the right to say. As long as Brittany was alive, she
would never be the hostess of the Irwin’s.

When Brittany was young, she was also a capable person. Even though she was
old, she was still hard to deal with.

Sandra was like a clown. And Brittany didn’t take a note of her.
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if Brittany Is Alive

“Sandra, it’s not that I don’t want to help you. If I can, I will. You also know that I
couldn’t have a wedding ceremony without Brittany’s permission. It was not until
she agreed had I put on the wedding dress.”

“Brittany has a strong personality and will always stand by her word. You should
be more patient and considerate. Brittany will probably be touched by you.”

“Nataly…” Sandra was anxious. It was not the option.

“It takes time. Who knows why Brittany dislikes you so much?”

Sandra had no choice but to ask Vivian for advice.

“It is simple. If Brittany dies, you can be Ms. Irwin.”

“What …What did you say?”

Hearing Vivian’s words, Sandra was so stunned that she almost bit her tongue.

Although she hated Brittany, she never thought of killing her.

“So, are you afraid? This is the only way out! Brittany is the obstacle. She is old
and poor in health. It’s normal for an old woman to die in her sleep.”

“But I can’t enter the old mansion. Brittany refuses to see me.”

She had tried to please Brittany before, just like what Krista did. But she was
directly rejected.

Moreover, Brittany had been attended by her brother, the doctor. It would be not
easy for Sandra to get close to her.

“You can bribe her doctor.”

“Does it work? He must have worked for Brittany for decades. Could we bribe
him?”

“Everyone has a weakness. Does the doctor have a son or a grandson? Is there
anyone he afraid of?”
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Sandra was trembling in fear.

She thought that she was smart enough and had never lost to others, especially
men.

But she was too timid and weak when compared to Vivian.

Vivian was right. She could never be Ms. Irwin if Brittany were alive.

As long as she could be Ms. Irwin, she would do anything possible. To Sandra, it
was enough to have the certificate, let alone a wedding ceremony.

“L… I know what to do.”

As she said this, her teeth were chattering in fear.

“You are so smart. I will keep an eye on Krista in Phelan City. You’d better get rid
of Brittany as soon as possible. And Brittany cherishes Krista most.”

Vivian deliberately mentioned Krista to assure Sandra.

Krista was always the stumbling stone.

Sandra must be tough with her.

After Sandra hung up the phone, she gnashed her teeth with rage.

Time flies!

It had been four months since Krista left City D.

Krista had spent the new year in Phelan City.

It was April. She got pregnant last September,

Aracely still needed to stay in City D because she hadn’t finished her studies yet.
However, she would fly to Phelan City every weekend to visit Krista.

Out of concern, Aracely found a nanny to attend Krista and Luck.

Although Luck was much more cheerful than before, he seldom talked.

Krista had sent him to a school, but he was expelled the next day. Luck was
willing to talk or play with other children, his teacher worried that he would
affect other kids, and advised Krista to send Luck to a special school.

All the students there had psychological problems.
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